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Conclusion: 

In the workshop itself, there was emphasis on that everyone registered in the workshop should 

participate in the discussion. In all there were 16 listed persons and most of them took an active part in 

the discussion. 

As for now, none of the Nordic Green Building Councils have made an educational policy, although all of 

them are in the start of it. Therefore this is a convenient time to discuss these matters, and share 

experience and thoughts. 

The Swedish GBC has though made agreements regarding educational programs, both general and in 

relation to the evaluation systems they are running soon. 

 

The first topic on the agenda was:  

Is there a need for special educational programs on sustainable matters within the GBCS?  The 

answer to this question is, of course yes, but it is important to evaluate and analyze the real need and to 

map the knowledge already at hand.  

In relation to this, Halldór Eiríksson (one of two group leaders) gave a short introduction of a special 

programme in Iceland, called Dawn of Sustainability (DOS).   

 This two year project got a grant from the Leonardo (EU) fund and the general aim of the project is 

exactly this, or to map the knowledge and to create a database and work on translations of teaching 

materials on the level of continuing education and vocational training. Perhaps this could be something 

the Nordic countries should disseminate and work together on. 

The knowledge already at hand (know-how) among the members of the Green Building Council is also a 

valuable source that we have to take care to share and make the most of. 

 

Next topic to discuss was to analyze who are the main target groups. 

According to the discussion in the working group the main target groups should be three: 

 General public /increase the general awareness 

 The Clients / Users (those that make the demands) 

 Building Operators (including the municipalities) 

 

We should put our emphasis on reaching these groups, but of course there are many other interesting 

parties.  One group we should for example focus on as well are the architects, and their important role 

in this all. They often have a more dynamic and long term relationship with their clients and can have a 

dialog and push sustainable matters forwards as suited in each instance/project. 

Other groups to consider are, project managers, CEO. 
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On the Governmental level there are the Municipalities and the public sector.  In that instance it is 

important to be able to show some real cases and cut downs on operational costs of buildings. 

 

Educational Institutions: Independent research institutions can have an important role as well, and in 

fact they can be a link in the chain and bridge the gap between formal education (university level) and 

vocational training. The Green Building Councils should especially take this into consideration when 

forming and implementing their educational strategy.  

Finally the role of the Green Building Councils is really important. Although they are not to be 

educational institutions as such, they have the knowledge of the know-how, and they should do their 

best to disseminate the knowledge already at hand, both as independent organizations on regional level 

as well as together on a broader scale. To be more than the sum of the parts! 

It is obvious that the Nordic Countries have a lot in common and are dealing with the same problems or 

rather projects.  Hence, we have to be patient and see where the collaboration will lead us and to do our 

best to increase both the general awareness of sustainable building methods and expand the know-how 

between the Nordic countries. This can for example be done with common online courses on various 

matters.  

 

 

 


